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Building an Authentic Lebanon
Wilson County, Tennessee and its communities of Lebanon, Mt. Juliet, and Watertown, share a
proud history that is reflected in the people, in the landscape and in the architecture. Yet the
arrangement of those people, of the landscape, and of the architecture has changed substantially in
the last three decades. The fate of Cedar City is now inextricably tied to that of its neighbor,
Nashville. The development pressure from the west shows no sign of slowing, and local decisionmakers will have to consider how to harness that powerful force to maximize the gain for the area's
citizens.
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Revenue Sources
This chart depicts total local government revenue by source. Local governments in Tennessee rely
heavily upon property taxes for funding, though a county's share of revenues from that source may
vary compared to the share for municipalities within that county.
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Analyzing the source of government revenues is critical to planning a strong financial future.
Like a business, local governments have revenues as well as expenses. Collecting sales tax from
consumer expenditures and property tax from “real property”, which includes real estate and
automobiles, enables municipalities to provide basic public services like police and fire protection,
education, to name a few. Property tax and sales tax collection are central mechanisms by which
municipalities function.

As will be discussed further below, neither Urban3 nor the City of Lebanon was able to obtain
retail data with any geographic specificity for Wilson County. The stories that can be gleaned from
looking at property tax data alone can be highly instructive nonetheless.

Why Value Per Acre?
Urban3’s analytic method focuses on the “Per Acre” analytic as a unit of productivity. After all,
cities and counties are finite areas of land, and how that land is used has a direct effect on municipal
coffers. This metric normalizes overall revenues and tax values into a direct comparison, utilizing
land consumed as a unit of productivity.
Put another way, different cars have differently-sized gas tanks, so the gallon is used as a
measurement of efficiency, not the tank. Therefore, “miles per gallon”, not “miles per tank” is
common practice to gauge efficiency. We apply the same principle to measure the financial
productivity of various development types across a community.
Expansive developments with large footprints typically carry a higher cost to serve with public
utilities (such as, streets, water and sewer). Thus, examining a development’s total tax production
overlooks the amount of land and public resources consumed in order to produce revenue.
Property taxes are the backbone of county revenue. Efficient property tax production has a direct
impact on the availability of funds to repair roads, provide quality education, and maintain
adequate public services. Identifying development that packs a financial punch is critical to
cultivating community wealth.
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These maps illustrate how the value per acre metric identifies the lower-efficiency areas (dark
green) near the periphery and the concentrations of higher-efficiency land (dark red and purple),
typically near historic centers and traditional, non-interstate corridors.
Note on Tax Values Presented Here: The State of Tennessee mandates that residential and farm
properties be assessed at 25% of their appraised value and commercial or industrial properties
be assessed at 40%. This means that two properties, one commercial and one residential, which
are appraised at the same value will end up two different tax bills. Our study adjusts the starting
appraised value to facilitate an apples to apples comparison.

Value Per Acre: Results
Urban3 visualizes property value in 3D to quickly communicate information. Our work makes
relative comparisons of values in downtown with property values on the periphery of a community.
3D visualization of development and property values also illustrates the spatial manifestation of
public policy.
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The added vertical dimension, in contrast with the two-dimensional images in the previous section,
clearly shows the concentrations of very highest value (purple spires) near Lebanon's and
Watertown's core districts. The red areas in Mt. Juliet were also an intriguing finding, and will be
examined further below.

14x
The City of Lebanon's incorporated area yields 3.5 times the tax revenue per
acre as compared to the rest of Wilson County's land area. Further, downtown
Lebanon's value per acre is 4.5 times that of the rest of the City, meaning that
the property tax revenue per acre of Downtown Lebanon is more than 14 times
that of other County land.
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Part of our analysis also included selecting a suite of varied properties across Lebanon to examine
the varying revenue potencies of downtown properties, small-scale multifamily developments, and
big-box retailers, among many others. The chart below shows the wide range of productivity

The properties on North Square and South Square top the chart, while large-lot commercial and
single-family residential all reside near the bottom, with values less than $1M per acre and less
than $500K per acre respectively.
Walmart: In much the same way economists sometimes use the relative price of Big-Macs to
measure purchasing power, we use Walmart as a value per acre benchmark for big-box styled
commercial development. There are a few important reasons for this. Walmarts are widespread
and uniform (with more than 4,000 nationwide, most in the same value range) and typify a common
land use pattern (with over half of its footprint dedicated to parking, setback far from the street).
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The Retail Component
As mentioned in the Revenue Sources chapter above, understanding the piece of the revenue pie
that comes from retail activity (as distinct from property tax) can be a useful piece of the puzzle.
Urban3 regularly maps the retail data for the communities it studies, but unfortunately the State of
Tennessee Department of Revenue declined the request for data in a format that would have
allowed a meaningful geographic breakdown.
It's not unusual to find districts that are outperforming their neighbors in property value per acre
as well as retail taxes per acre. And often, as with the case of Durango, Colorado, shown below,
when the two are combined into a total productivity model, the downtown area positively towers
over the less compact outlying commercial zones.
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The Watertown Factor
While looking west towards Mt. Juliet and beyond to Nashville will be essential, it's also
instructive to look southeast towards Watertown. Watertown's isolation and "Mayberry" reputation
may not at first blush seem to hold clues about the future, but a close look reveals some potent
messages.
This graphic shows that the single highest value per acre reading in all of Wilson County is on the
square in little Watertown. The locals, as well as many outsiders, have recognized the value that
can come from nurturing and preserving a historic town center and maintaining it at the heart of
the community's identity.
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This graphic shows that the single highest value per acre reading in all of Wilson County is on the
square in little Watertown. The locals, as well as many outsiders, have recognized the value that
can come from nurturing and preserving a historic town center and maintaining it at the heart of
the community's identity.

The Lebanon square shares many similarities with Watertown's square. Investment in maintaining
and rehabilitating distinctive buildings and encouraging uses to keep the area active can pay big
dividends for a municipality. In addition to possibly attracting film crews, vibrant and walkable
downtowns with history on display attract other people, too -- nearby families and curious tourists
alike.
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Regional Rail

When Lebanon was included on the Music City Star's East Corridor Regional Rail line, the City
was given a gift. The passenger rail service is still gaining momentum, and ridership hasn't yet
caught up with levels seen for other commuter rail projects, but the presence of this alternative
transportation mode provides a tremendous opportunity. When automobile traffic congestion in
Davidson County continues to grow (as is expected), more and more commuters will see rail as an
appealing option. A proactive, anticipatory approach to land planning around the rail line will
allow local government to maximize the benefits it can reap for citizens, and the sooner the better.
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This graphic shows the properties within walking distance of the stations on the line, with the
intent of showing the potential that these locations have to become nodes of new construction
activity. Across the country, cities have embraced special "transit-oriented design" districts
allowing for high-density, mixed use development in such locations. And in areas where
population is increasing, demand for homes in proximity to passenger rail, particularly when other
services and amenities are available nearby, has shown robust growth.

Communities lucky enough to have a station should strive to offer thoughtfully crafted station
neighborhoods that make residents feel like there's an appealing, flourishing destination at both
ends of their commute. When properly planned for, the areas near rail transit nodes have some of
the highest potential for high revenue productivity.
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Lessons from Gwinnett County
Gwinnett County offers a cautionary tale for Wilson County. Several decades ago, Gwinnett was
a mostly rural, agricultural county adjacent to a county (Fulton) with a rapidly growing city,
namely Atlanta. Today, Gwinnett has been almost entirely overtaken by suburbs with a uniform
distribution of development and notorious traffic. Concentrated centers of high-efficiency land use
are almost nonexistent, as can be seen below.

This image also shows Davidson and Wilson Counties (at top left) aligned to a similar
orientation, so one can see the potential for a similar wave of suburban development to sweep,
left-to-right, from Nashville over Lebanon and its neighbors.
A 25-second video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4CbuIMauVXc shows the development of
Wilson County since 1900. Watch as Lebanon goes from being the distinct center of gravity for
the area to appearing more like a satellite in orbit around the expanding Nashville galaxy. (At the
beginning, one can also note that many of the resilient spikes of concentrated value on Lebanon's
and Watertown's squares are more than a century old.)
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Lessons from Mt. Juliet
Perceptive readers who have read this far may have asked themselves "Doesn't Mt. Juliet appear
to have high-potency land development even though it doesn't have a traditional, densely
developed downtown center?" One can indeed see dark purple on the west side of the image below.

These spikes can be somewhat deceptive, however. First, many of these values are high when
compared to comparable properties in Lebanon simply because the structures are newer -- the
elevated appraisal reflects young buildings that haven't had a chance to depreciate, and does not
necessarily reflect design. Second, and more importantly, many of these properties are built
around or near shared common areas like a golf course or parking lot. The common areas are
undervalued, and the value of those amenities get distributed into the surrounding properties,
creating an artificially inflated per-acre value for the individually-owned units.
This image shows that a substantial fraction of these ostensibly productive parcels benefit from a
desirable location on the Cumberland River. Upon further inspection, however, one also notices
how many of the pockets of value are isolated -- they lack connections between them. Our
analysis of the functions of these properties revealed that residential, retail, office, and
institutional uses seldom occupied the same area.
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Construction of concentrated higher-density, small-lot residential development represents a step
in the right direction. However, if communities in Wilson County, working together, can commit
to the next step of identifying centers for higher intensity mixed-use development packing more
punch, more revenue will accrue to offset the preservation of agricultural areas.

The Value of Small Town Urbanism
Looking at Lebanon and Watertown from the street level yields lessons on the importance of
character. Lebanon's central square already represents a good foundation on which to construct -carefully
Understanding how to measure key attributes of human-centered places can lead to key ingredients
for creating design guidelines. When paired with a predictable development process and an
understanding of how different types of construction have different economic impacts, these
guidelines can serve as a critical tool for building lasting value that is consistent with the
community ethos.
Having certain civic and institutional functions and activities at the heart of a City makes sense
and represents a centuries-old tradition, but it can also be worth examining whether having many
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such operations in the central business district is optimal for provision of services when weighed
against commercial use of the land.

This graphic, showing taxable and exempt property in the downtown district, illustrates one
localized example of an area to consider. The area east of downtown boasts land less prone to
flooding, but much of it yields no property tax revenue. What might optimal development in this
area look like? What features should designs for new buildings on the flood-prone western side
of downtown include to ensure flood resistance but protect architectural compatibility and
pedestrian orientation?
In the face of the oncoming development pressure visible over the western horizon, Lebanon
would do well to collectively ponder these micro-level questions as well as the macro-level ones.
The geology under Lebanon brings to mind an analogy about a mixed blessing. For centuries, the
sheet of ancient bedrock has provided the benefit of a firm foundation to build on, but also the
risk of damaging flooding. Now, in 2016, the contemporary land context of Wilson County
similarly offers the benefit of a solid promise of growth, but also the risk of an overwhelming
inundation. Considering both the bedrock and the growth, in order to elevate the rewards of the
benefit while mitigating the risk, foresight and careful design will serve the community well.
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